Modern and comprehensive

project and portfolio

strategy planning and execution

what is
power ppm
Power PPM is a modern PMO solution that provides an
end-to-end experience and covers all core disciplines
from Project and Portfolio Management to Resource
Management and Financial Forecasting.
With Power PPM you can manage and review your
portfolios, progress and costs by providing overall visibility
and transparency by linking your project information
across the platform. Power PPM is a user-friendly solution
enpowering leaders to optimize their work and allowing
teams to deliver results efficiently.
This powerful solution can be adapted to your
organization’s needs and is already implemented and used
in several of the highest profiled organizations globally.

“

“Power PPM supports FLSmidth’s vision of a modern way of working
around projects, and i have no doubt in my mind that we will further
utilize the Power Platform in the future.”
_
FL SMIDTH

Advanced project, portfolio and work managment
Por tfolios
Prioritize and control your organization’s
portfolios. Deliver your strategic objectives
while creating top-down portfolios with the
full overview.

Repor ting
User friendly and easy portfolio reporting
by using Microsoft Power BI, which can be
embedded in Power PPM and tailored to
customer requirements.

Projects
Oversee and take control of all your
projects, risks and issues with metadata gathered portfolio overview.

Collaboration
Efficient and improved team
collaboration as Power PPM works
natively with Microsoft Teams.

Timeline
Make your scheduling easy and
transparent. The visual Gantt feature will
help you plan ahead your projects and
oversee all your tasks.

Financials
Optimize and calculate cost variance on
project and portfolio level and snapshot your
financial data. Stay alerted if cost thresholds
are exceeded.
Risks
An elegant way to oversee and capture your project
and portfolio risks in order to maximize business value
delivery.

A comprehensive model-driven app

Power Platform
is the representation of four Microsoft products:
Power BI, PowerApps, Power Automate and
Power Virtual Agents. They can be used
individually or together and thus work as a
business application platform. Power Apps
is possible thanks to Dataverse, which is the
underlying data platform that provides a unified
and simplified data schema so that applications
and services can inter-operate.

Critical Capabilities for Work Management
1

Business model support
Tailor your way of working
Connect your work entities
Plan top-down and bottom-up
2
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Innovation anywhere,
unlocks value everywhere

Power BI
Business
analytics

Data connectors

Power Apps
Application
development

AI Builder

Power Automate
Workflow
automation

Dataverse

RPA/Process automation
State-Gate approvals & Task Automation
3

Reporting
Data repository
Power BI & Excel reports
4

Business integration
Integration as a service & Standard dataflow connector
5

AI & Machine learning
Built-in AI services
Predictive Reporting
6

Power PPM
is built on the Power Platform following
industry best practices. The solution also
natively integrates with Microsoft Teams
and extends Office 365 to support all
delivery models from Scaled Agile, Hybrid to
Traditional. It is also compatible with Project
for the web and Dynamics Project Operations.

Auditing and security
Full Auditing on a field level & Connected AD group
7

Ready for teams
All data in one application
Easy Team Collaboration & connected Office 365
8

Built in help guides
Embedded training videos
No code interactive path & learning paths
9

Mobile support
Android/IOS. Tablet & Mobile devices
User friendly and Responsive layouts

More information
Our customers come in every shape and
size; small, medium and enterprise. They
come in every industry, B2C and B2B and
across the entire globe.
Our clients are successful due to the
combination of Microsoft Technologies
and Projectum solutions.
Our solutions are developed in close
collaboration with our clients and
represent best practices based on many
years of experience and industry-specific
knowledge, thus enabling organzizations
to achieve their goals on time and within
budget.
To ensure the best possible experience
with our solutions, our team is ready to
help you with the necessary support,
training and guidance needed.
Want to talk?
Book a meeting to learn more about
Power PPM
projectum.com/power-ppm

team planner

time for teams

projectum.com/team-planner

projectum.com/time-for-teams

Backed up by thousands of users from some of the largest
enterprise companies, this solution allows any team
member or manager, to balance, allocate and improve their
resource workload and efficiency. Team Planner has been
designed to assist organizations with a simplified digital
handshake and a process between Project and Resource
Managers to ensure real-time capacity and demand
insights are available to the organization.

present it
projectum.com/present-it
Export your data in real time to pre-defined Word or Power
Point templates. Combine data, work with lists, generate
charts and save time.
Present IT is a Power Automate solution for any company
or Microsoft partner in need of a better reporting
experience.

A simple and user-friendly solution for capturing time
spent. Built on Microsoft Azure and made available through
Microsoft Teams or via a browser. This solution ensures
easy time sheeting with high user satisfaction. Time for
Teams has been developed to make it as easy as possible
for individuals to register their activities and time spent on
them. Time for Teams only requires users to have an Office
365 subscription.

power hub
projectum.com/power-hub
A database as a service allowing customers to import
and snapshot critical financial, task, resource and project
portfolio data.
With Power Hub enabled in Azure, organizations can
monitor how data has changed over time, thereby
allowing for trend and forecasting analysis to drive better
management decisions.

At Projectum, we passionately help our customers by delivering a
combination of Microsoft Technologies and Projectum PPM solutions,
enabling customers to fulfill business goals and achieve the best results on
time and within budget.

mail@projectum.com
+45 4588 5544
CVR: 27583598

Our mission is to be a key part of our customers’ success and progress. It is
our highest priority to stay on top of new technical developments in order
to help shape the future of our customers digital transformation

Copenhagen office
Tobaksvejen 2A
DK-Søborg 2860
+45 4588 554

Together with Microsoft, we share a common vision of allowing executives,
teams and individuals to achieve their goals while utilizing the most
productive work processes.

Aarhus office
Søren Frichs Vej 36G, 2. sal,
DK-Aarhus 8230
+45 4588 554

At Projectum we work with our clients to ensure our solutions meet their
required business operations model.

